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Competition is a basic mechanism of the market economy which encourages companies to offer

consumers goods and services at the most favourable terms. It encourages efficiency and

innovation and reduces prices. In order to be effective, competition requires companies to act

independently of each other, but subject to the competitive pressure exerted by the others.

Competition advocacy is an important tool for promoting competition culture within the

government policy making apparatus and has proved very effective in many countries.

The Centre for Competition Law and Policy will be created as an initiative to promote

interdisciplinary research in the field of competition law and policy making. Competition law

issues also involve developments in the fields related to sectoral regulators. So the centre will

promote interdisciplinary research in the field of regulatory laws in India. The Centre will

provide a forum where leading practitioners and academician, scholars and students, can discuss

and exchange views on contemporary issues of competition law and policy.  The Centre will

establish an institution of excellence in research and teaching concerning competition law and

policy.

The working paper series seeks to publish outstanding scholarly articles relating to competition

law and policy. Its mission is to help foster learning and debate about how competition law and

policy can continue to develop in an economically rational way. Articles published in the

Working Paper Series are subject to rigorous peer review by leading experts from around India

and Europe.

The Competition Law Cirque is pleased to announce its inaugural edition, which is to be

published in November this year. The Editorial Board of Competition Law Cirque is inviting

submissions for Vol.1, Issue 1 from legal academicians, professional and students.

GUIDELINES

The theme for the inaugural edition is: “Any contemporary Issue related to Competition Law.”

Abstract: The manuscript must be accompanied with an abstract of not more than 250 words.

Word Limits: Articles – 3000-3500 words



Citations: Citations shall be made in consonance with The Bluebook: A Uniform System of

Citation (19th Edition)

Formatting specifications: The manuscript must be in Times New Roman, Font Size 12 with 1.5

Line Spacing.

Language: The Journal shall follow British English.

All the Submissions must be done on or before 5th of October, 2013.
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For further queries, please contact the editors at queries.clc@gmail.com
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